
 

 

 
Dear Parents/ Carers,  
 
A big welcome to the end of term Christmas edition of our Greenside Newsletter as we step into a rather strange 
Winter Wonderland but one, that will I hope be peaceful and joyous for all of our families in its own way. 
Data Capture is completed, final rehearsals for Hansel & Gretel are filling the corridors and were set for the final week! 
We’d like to thank you all, as ever, for your unerring support and this has meant so much to us all this year. 
Much of the time we feel like we are in our own special Greenside Bubble of delight. The battles of Brexit, USA and 
Covid are so significant but during the day our world with our students - ensuring as much learning and fun as possible 
is something we feel so lucky to have. 
 
You may have seen some news midweek that the DfE had suggested schools may wish to swap a CPD day later in the 
year to close on Thursday 17th December. This is logical and designed to stop Heads of Schools and Executive Heads 
needing to work on Christmas Eve this year. However it was a very late announcement and at Greenside we have 
made the decision to continue until Friday 18th December and keep our calendar plans the same. 
We will email you separately next week with information on holiday Track & Trace. 
 
Do make sure you check out all of our Sharing Events next week we will be releasing Greenside Films on different 
days and they will, we hope, be fab! From everyone at Greenside we wish each and everyone of our families a Happy 
Christmas and the most peaceful and healthy New Year. 
 
1. January CPD Day  
A final reminder: Please note our autumn term ends at 3.30pm on Friday 18th December.  
We have rescheduled one of September CPD days for the start of January. 
Our Teachers will return on Monday 4th January for an action packed CPD day and our students will now return to 
Greenside on Tuesday 5th January. We will. of course, be in contact over the holidays if any local or national Covid 
plans change our planned return in any way (fingers crossed things get even easier in 2021) 
 
2. Sharing our Events 
It definitely will not be the same as seeing our events in person but we hope you will enjoy watching them as much as 
we have enjoyed making them and that we have captured some of the recent creative learning at Greenside. On 
Monday evening our EYFS Team will share the Nativity. 
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On Thursday you will be able to watch our Colourful History Film and then on Friday we will release Christmas Songs 
from Greenside. Happy Family screenings! 
 
3. Open Days 
This is our last reminder.  
Our Open Day film is a ‘raw, one-take’ tour of Greenside - it was fun to make and really is an organic, natural visit to 
classes - but we hope it gives everyone a flavour of Greenside. It is now on our website so please take a look if you 
have a daughter/ son ready to start Nursery or Reception in September 2021. We’d be really grateful if you can tell  all 
your friends, neighbors and family as we cannot invite anyone to view Greenside in person - thank you! 
 
4. Film Inspired Money Boxes 
If you have collected any loose change please can your daughter/ son bring in it next week - if it is in a Film Inspired 
Money-Box so much the better! Students should take it to class where we will collect these each morning - thank you in 
advance. This collection coincides with the 5th Birthday of Good Chance and it’s 3 years since The Jungle project 
began. 
 
5. STAR Day and Film Crew Swap 
Next week Y3 & Y4 will need to wear their PE kit on Thursday (not Monday)  
 
6. Christmas and Winter Jumpers 
On Friday 18th December students are invited to wear a warm cozy Jumper over their Greenside tops as part of our 
Winter celebrations - this might be a Christmas themed jumper but does not need to be so. It’s not a charity day just a 
cozy way to end the term and will make Christmas lunch a little bit different too. 
 
Have a wonderful holiday! 
Karen 
 

 

 

1. Message from the Head of School 
 
Dear Greenside families, 
It is difficult to believe we have reached the end of the Autumn term already! I wanted to say a huge thank you to 
everyone for everything you have done to help make the reopening work as best as possible. We completely 
appreciate how challenging it can be with different start and finish times and different gates to go to (particularly with 
students in different year groups), the lining up outside, certain things not being able to come in to school or go home, 
online homework etc etc, the list is long but - it's worth it to be able to have our students back where they should be 
and loving it! So thank you. I do need to make one more request though. 
 
If you are dropping off / picking up in a car, please can you make sure that you do not stop, even for a short time, on 
the yellow lines outside the school or leave your car idling. The first point is for the safety of our students and families. 
These areas are designed to provide a clear and safe space for students outside of schools, particularly at drop off and 
pick up, and is the area fire engines etc know to park when attending an emergency. If your car is waiting there it could 
cause a potentially fatal delay. The second point about idling cars is also for the good of the environment. Please 
switch off your engine if you are waiting. Thank you.  
 
In the new year, we will continue to look at the best ways possible to allow us to do all the lovely things we would 
'normally' do at Greenside that are currently missing, whilst ensuring safety and hygiene are at the top of our list. 
Hopefully with things looking as though they are heading in a more positive direction with Covid, we will be able to 
literally open the gates back up at some point and once again fill the playground with families and chatter.  
 
I cannot wait for the first tea and cakes with our whole community there - the tea is on me! That is my Christmas wish. 
Have a lovely Christmas to all those who celebrate it and enjoy the quality time with your loved ones. Take care and 
Merry Christmas. 
 
Robin Yeats (Head of School) 

2. STAR Days - Black & White  
Our black and white film learning is sadly reaching an end and we are delighted to share some final facts & thoughts! 
 
a) Nursery - The Lorax 



 

This term Nursery conducted a STEM investigation linked to The Lorax. We planted some cress seeds to see if 
they would grow. We learned that plants need water and sun to grow big and healthy so we decided to place the 
cress seeds on our windowsill. So far we haven't had any cress sprouting, but we hope to see some changes 
within the next few days. "It might take a while," Zeynep commented.  
Then, while role playing in The Lorax Forest, Idrees explained: "The Once-ler chops down all of the trees and 
then there is lots of pollution! We have to look after the trees and plant more seeds so that they can grow big 
and strong!" 
 
This week Aliakbar was able to independently sound out and write "Storybots" in his letter to Santa "because I 
like the Storybots!" he explained to Ms Morra. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b) Reception - The Lorax 
 
In Reception we have really enjoyed our film The Lorax this half term, and it 
was the perfect way to introduce us to the topic of Trees. The film helped us 
to realise the importance of Trees to our planet, and the consequences of 
chopping them down. It also helped us to explore the magic of trees, through 
folklore and stories, as well as lead us to examine how trees are different in 
different parts of the world. The Lorax has an important message in the film 
and one we have taken to heart this term: “Unless someone like you cares a 
whole awful lot, nothing is going to get better, it’s not.” 
Here is a sign Ronnie wrote to display outside, prompting students to be 
careful, after we found a toad hibernating in our Learning Garden. He used a 
mixture of sounding out and copying keywords to get his message across.  
 
 
c) Y1 - Laurel & Hardy 
We hope you enjoy some interesting facts about our black & white Laurel and Hardy 
films: 
 

"Laurel and Hardy were famous in the 1920's." Robert 
"They are really funny even though it is in black and white. I even watch them 
at home now." Ayah 
"Oliver is American and Laurel is English." Saifan 
"They are the funniest people ever." Fatima 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

d) Y2 - Miracle on 34th Street (Original) 
What a lovely term we have had exploring all things 
Miracle on 34th Street related. We've studied the 
fascinating city of New York, created adverts to sell a 
homemade Christmas jam, experimented with different 
mindfulness activities and written our own short 
stories. The students have thoroughly enjoyed their 
learning and have taken the big idea of having faith as 
the most interesting thing they have learned. This 
could mean different things to different people, in both 
religious and non-religious contexts, but the students 
recognised that by having your own faith in something, 
someone or yourself, this could lead to a happier, more 
content way of life.  
Do you have faith? 
 
e) Y3 - Modern Times 
We have particularly enjoyed learning about the history of the 1920s and 30s. We have 
learned about the reasons behind The Great Depression and how it impacted people 
during this time. Our weekly hook this week has been 'The Evolution of Cinema', we have 
looked at the rise of talkie films and questioned how the introduction of dialogue impacted 
cinema. We created our own silent plays and performed and filmed them on Friday during 
our Oscar's Party!  
 
Maxi - 'The most interesting part of the film is when Charlie's character goes to jail because 
he liked it. We learned about the Great Depression and we thought he might have liked it 
because he didn't have much food or a house outside of jail.' 
 
Tahlia - 'It is interesting to compare silent films and talkies. In the scenes where Charlie 
Chaplin talks he is very serious but when he is silent he is much funnier!' 
 
f)  Y4 - Imitation of Life (1934) 
Our study of Imitation of Life has led to some very fruitful discussions and learning. 
Recently, Y4 investigated what stereotypes are, diving into some fairly sophisticated language and concepts. We 
looked at gender and racial stereotypes, recognising that Delilah, one of the central characters in our film, is a 
particular type of racial stereotype — the mammy stereotype. With some brilliant written pieces and amazing artwork, 
Y4 have a lot of information, facts and knowledge from this film, taking their learning of Black History and adapting it to 
a 1930s nuanced depiction of race in America. I am truly proud of them.  
 
During Y4’s self-isolation period, they learnt brilliantly through Google Classroom, maturely and independently taking 
responsibility for their learning in such bright ways. Their Big Writes during week 3 really showed this, when they were 
writing about Imitation of Life character Peola and her grappling with her racial identity. Have a look at Taylor and 
Amelia’s, respectively: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
g) Y5 - Oliver Twist 
In Y5 this week we were focussing on the different 
versions of Oliver Twist and watched some parts of 
the colour version directed by Carol Reed! Y5 were 
very excited to watch the colourful musical and made 
some excellent comparisons between the two. We 
showed our script writing skills by making up our very 
own scripts using punctuation we had been learning 
all week. We then acted out our scripts in groups, 
there are definitely some future Oscar stars in our 
class. 
Last week we also took part in some engaging 
debates about topics surrounding Oliver and we 
showed off our listening and reasoning skills. 
 
Yasin used his wonderful skills in speech to 
complete our 'A scene from Oliver Twist'. 
 
h) Y6 - The Immigrant (1917) 
Y6 spent Autumn 2 using Charlie Chaplin's The Immigrant as our class film text. As a silent, black and white film 
about the journey of an immigrant, this formed the inspiration for our learning. Learning about types of migration, 
reasons for it and how it changes a place, students were challenged to write their own geographical essay. The 
outcomes were fantastic and students loved showing off everything they knew about this topic. We also used the 
absence of words in the film as a way to inspire our writing. Students wrote creatively to describe what words mean to 
them with a piece titled 'The Power of Words'. These pieces were then displayed over a piece of art consisting of each 
student's favourite, powerful words. 

3. Hansel & Gretel 
 
As I write this very early on Friday morning I am still smiling at some of the heart felt rehearsals from yesterday. 
My intention is to film our performers next week so they have this weekend for the final polish of their lines. We have just 
over 60 students speaking to camera and then more singing and dancing. Other students also helped with making Hansel 
and Gretel and created some beautiful art work so it really is a collaboration of artists! 
I will edit over the holiday and share with you all asap in the New Year! KBS 
 
 
 

4. Artistic Greenside - Arts Award and Christmas Cards 
a) Ms Finney and Ms Williams tell us: “We are very excited to announce that all students across KS1 and KS2 will be 
working towards the Arts Award Discover and Explore levels commencing next term. 
Arts  Award is a unique qualification for young people which supports  them to  grow as artists and arts leaders.  
We will be working on this exciting  project during our Specialism sessions next term to allow our students to build on 
their knowledge of artists and arts organisations as well as creating personal art portfolios. 



 

 

We look forward to sharing our experiences with you in the new year.” 
 
b) Christmas Cards - we had a record number of entries to our competition this year (40) and we will share them all in our 
Google Classrooms. Special commendations go to Gray (Reception) Narjis (Y1) Aleena (Y2) and Arwen (Y3). 
Our overall winner is Sonia in Y5 with the amazing Kermit creation! Thank you to all our parents/ carers for supporting this 
venture! 

 

 

5. The Greenside Film Factory - Crews are Back! 
 
We are excited to share all of our Colourful History Film Crew Learning next week in our 
Film - meanwhile here are a few final comments: 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

a) Film Crews 1 & 2  
As we approach the end of term and our Colourful History Crew  we would like to inform you that our Crew sharing film 
will be available to view next week. This will give you the opportunity to watch  our wonderful KS1 students at work over the 
last term when they have studied many areas of the Ancient Egyptians and Mayans including architecture, religions and 
beliefs, ceremonies, and significant people and events. 

 
All that’s left is for our students to put on their debating hats next week in our final crew session of 2020 and decide 
who was the most interesting and influential civilisation? 
 
b) Film Crews 3 & 4  
During our Thursday Crew Days, we have been delving into Ancient Rome and learning about the culture and architecture. 
Last week, Y3 and Y4 attended Gladiator Camp and were put to the test by their gladiator trainer, Domitrius (Mr Yates). 
They learned about the conditions that Roman people endured at these camps and found it very surprising that they could 
only earn their freedom after serving for 3 years as a gladiator. We also have been learning about the amazing culture of 
Ancient Rome and even performed our own Roman inspired dance (which can be seen in the Crew film).  
This week, we have loved learning about the architecture and have noticed many similarities with Ancient Greece, 
particularly the columns. Year 3 and 4 have constructed their own Colosseum's out of paper and cardboard and were 
transported to Rome through virtual reality viewers!  
Sema was awarded 'Neptune of the Week' for her fantastic focus and determination during Gladiator Camp! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 

c) Film Crews 5 & 6 
Y5 and Y6 Crew have spent Autumn 2 learning about The Victorians. This fascinating period was studied in depth by 
our students who have learnt about everything from Daily Life to Victorian Architecture. While each week had a very 
creative aspect, students also shared the knowledge they were soaking up in a number of excellent writing pieces. 
Recently, in Y5, students learnt how to sew; in Y6, students created their own wallpaper designs inspired by William  
Morris. One favourite part of the learning experiences was last week's Victorian school. Following the Victorian school 
rules was a bit of challenge for some students. Fortunately the consequences were far less severe... 

 

6. Sharing Events  
 
a) Attendance  
Despite all the challenges that this term has brought us, attendance here at Greenside has been really excellent. So far this 
year we have achieved an overall attendance figure of 98%. A huge thank you to all our families for supporting us and for 
helping to make Greenside such a special place to be.  
 
b) Nativity  
Ms Buchanan says: Is that the sweet singing of a tea-towel/pillowcase wrapped EYFS student you hear?  
Yes it is, because The Annual EYFS Nativity Play is on its way! And this year in a brand new format of a film, for all our 
families to watch and enjoy, while shedding a tear and having a giggle at the incredible cuteness of our students who have 
been practicing so diligently these past few weeks. The film will be released to families next week online, so organise a 
family viewing party for the film event of the year!” 
 
c) Christmas Songs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

d) Christmas Lunch 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
e) Social Media 
Do remember to sign up and check out the posts, comment and tell your friends and family: @greensideprimaryschool On 
Twitter: @greensidew12. 
 

7. The Big Read  
 
We have been so proud of our students as they have challenged themselves to read as many books as possible this half term 
for unadulterated pleasure and we hope, where possible, to raise a little money to support the amazing Little Amal for her 
Walk across Europe. If your daughter/ son is able to make a donation next please (we were 
suggesting ‘sponsorship’ of £2.00 per student) they should take this to class on Monday 
and all the money will be collected from there.  
 
Nursery - "I am asking Santa for a book at Christmas because I like to read!" Reggie told 
Ms Morra. 
 
Reception - As we learn and become more confident with reading simple stories, Reception 
has taken up the challenge and so far read 10 books by themselves, and countless more 
have been read to by mums and dads and family members. Well done to Isaac, Louis and 
Toby for their continued effort! 
Y1 - Y1 are storming ahead with their Big Reads. The class as a whole have read 76 
books! These are a mix of short story books and chapter books. Isaac has said that he has 
read 22 books! Keep up all the amazing reading Y1.  

 
Y2 - Y2 have been taking their personal Big Read targets very seriously and we have 
passed the incredible marker of 65 books read this term so far. With a final week still to 
go, we can't wait to see what number we can reach by the end! Big shout out to 
Maxwell, Jose, Lea and Darcy in particular for their stellar efforts. Well done Y2! 
 
Y3 - We have loved keeping track of all our books during the Big Read. As a class, we have read 206 books and 
counting! We also finished our class book, The Restless Girls, this week and added this to our final count. Samuel is 
currently reading Diary of a Wimpy Kid and has read about 15 books since the beginning of November! Arwen and 
Matilda say that Harry Potter is their favourite series ever. Louis is reading Beast Quest, he says "It's very cool, a girl 
and boy fight monsters in it!" Mimi is reading the Magic Faraway Tree, her favourite part is all the beautiful, magical 
creatures. 
 
Y4 - Y4 have been coming along brilliantly with their reading, primarily for pleasure and, of course, for Little Amal! 
Cumulatively, they’ve read a whopping 86 books! Not bad for a group of 8- and 9-year olds! Jake has read 9 books and 
is now on his tenth. Well done, everyone! 
 
Y5 - Y5 have been doing really well in their reading, challenging themselves with different books and growing their love 



 

 

 

of reading. We have had 130 books read! Sonia is smashing her target of 5 and has already read 7. Abduraheem has 
been eagerly reading two books at once, loving to tell us all about them. Max finished another book today. Lots of Y5 
have been looking to up their target by reading lots to their younger siblings as a warm up to their bigger solo reads.  
 
Y6 - The oldest students at Greenside have read lots of fantastic books so far this year, with a combined total of over 
120. Each book has contributed to a varied and challenging collection. Alyssa and Maisey have added a new 
part of our Reading for Pleasure: Book of the Week. Each week, a different student will select their favourite recent read. 
This will go on display and other students will be encouraged to give it a go! One student whose love for reading has 
been so clear over the last term is Ayman. Ms Williams recommended two texts to him - The Boy in the Striped 
Pyjamas and Noughts & Crosses - which he absolutely loved. It's a challenge in itself to get him to put his book down! 
 

8. Holiday Competition 
 
If you find yourself at home this holiday with a spare afternoon - as a part of our Big Read I have 2 book tokens worth £15 
each as prizes for the most wonderful book mark designed and created by a Greenside student to represent The Year of 
Colour! Entries should be brought in to KBS during the 1st week of January. The deadline is Friday 8th January. As always if 
you are able to send me a photograph over the holidays of a ‘making of …’ or the final item that would make my day! 

9. The Mahara’s Maths Revolution - Maths is Back! 
 
a) Last week, our Y6 students took part in the annual Maths Conference. Unfortunately we were unable to use our usual 
space at Hammersmith Academy with the support of their sixth form students. Instead, using a carousel approach, our 
Mathematicians completed an entire morning of challenging maths. Mr Yeats, Ms Webber, Ms Vandepas and the Y6 
staff worked closely with students to develop key knowledge and skills to have a successful end to their Greenside 
journey. It was a huge success and our students showed a perfect attitude to learning. 
 
b)    

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

10. Simon Adams - Regional Director  
 
On Tuesday this week we had a socially distanced visit from Simon - the London TEFAT Regional Director. 
It was so good to have someone seeing our work at Greenside and he was delighted by all elements of our strategic and 
day-to-day Teaching and Learning. He could not, of course, visit lessons and spent most of the time talking with different 
names of staff and proudly gave Greenside 10/10! 
We have also carried out our own Internal Review Weeks this term to ensure our self-evaluation continues to be robust. 
 As some of you will remember we aim to set up Community Councils this academic year as a more vibrant and dynamic 
version of what was a Governing Body. When we are able to invite parents/ carers back on site we will give you more details - 
it’s an initiative we are really interested to develop. 
 

11. Student Stars at Greenside 
 
Congratulations to the Christmas Screen Stars of the Week! It’s been a long term 15 weeks in total and to be nominated this 
week is special because it means you have shown a wonderful attitude, behaviour throughout and made progress so well done 
to everyone! Our Special Stars are Analeigh and Sonia 
 
Grace and Riley for being so confident and enthusiastic... especially as the newest additions to our Greenside Nursery! (N) 
 
Maggie for her wonderful singing in our Nativity (R) 
Isaac for his amazing reading progress (R)  
 
Analeigh for her amazing effort during DC week (Y1) 
Zavian for teaching the class fun facts about the Mayans (Y1) 
 
Everyone in Y2 f for putting in so much hard work and determination to succeed in Data Capture week! (Y2) 
 
AbdulQadar for his wonderful work in Maths this week (Y3)  
Saja for her wonderful script writing and performance! (Y3) 
 
Isla, for tackling DC week with conviction and determination to succeed (Y4) 
Nicolas, for being so brilliant and working so hard to develop his English skills in class (Y4) 
 
Sonia is one of our stars of the week for being so fantastic during script writing and directing (Y5) 
Momen who shone through in debating showing some great debating skills (Y5) 
 
Zion for his attitude to learning and for making excellent progress in Reading, Writing and Maths (Y6) 
Fin for his approach to data capture week and for his excellent contribution to Hansel & Gretel (Y6) 
 

12. Greenside & Griffin  
On Wednesday of this week, KS1 had the pleasure of virtually hanging out with our 
Griffin peers to immerse ourselves in the world of art. Each class had a different 
artistic focus and we came together to share our work with each other at the end of 
the day. At Greenside Y1 worked on some very spooky haunted houses taken from 
one of our Laurel & Hardy scenes, whilst Y2 developed their portrait drawing skills 
by completing pictures of Kris Kringle from Miracle on 34th Street in both black and 
white, and colour, to represent both the original and remake of the popular film.  
It was lots of fun sharing ideas with Griffin and sharing our work via the screen at the 
end of the day. 
Don't you agree we are a great bunch of budding artists? 
 
 
 
 



 

 

13. SMSC - Leading & Changing the World. 
All of Greenside classes have written a message to share 
with our families: 
 
We want to wish everyone a very Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year! Have a safe holiday! Love from the 
Nursery class xoxo 
 
Happy holidays to all our friends and families. This week 
through the story of A Christmas Carol, we’ve been 
learning that while Christmas presents and Santa are 
great parts of this time of year, actually it’s more 
important to spend time with the people we love and 
show them our love through acts of kindness. That’s the 
lesson Scrooge learnt and we agree it’s an important 
one! Reception 
 
Dear Greenside Families, 
Merry Christmas to everyone! We hope that your holiday is spectacular and that your New Year is better than 2020! You 
have all been the most brilliant families and we are so lucky to have you. 
Lots of love, 
Year 3 
 
Y4 wishes everyone a wonderful, bright, and relaxing holiday season! We’ve worked tirelessly through two half-terms, a 
self-isolation period, and a big (but temporary!) change in teachers — and since we, as 8- and 9-year-olds, can handle 
so much in such a short amount of time, we know the world has thrown a lot at everyone, parents, carers, teachers alike. 
So take this holiday and make it the best, stress-free and most wonderful time of 2020! (this one is actually from Mr 
Tilden in Canada!) 
 
Merry Christmas and a very green Christmas to all. Have the jolliest festive season at greenside 
and give peace. 
Make your holiday jolly and bright! 
Y5 
 

                        As children cheer snowflakes fall 
                       The animals to each other call 

                The choir sings 
                  and they joy they bring 

                      And you’ll know it’s Christmas time 
             By Olivia  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
Karen 
  

 
Karen Bastick-Styles – Executive Head  
 
 
 

 

14. Calendar  
We hope this section will be needed again soon! Please note our CPD Day in January. 
Students return on Tuesday 5th January 2021. 
Happy Christmas and a very Happy 2021. 


